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Abstract
GATE (Geant4 Application for Emission Tomography) is a Monte Carlo
simulation platform developed by the OpenGATE collaboration since 2001
and first publicly released in 2004. Dedicated to the modelling of planar
scintigraphy, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and
positron emission tomography (PET) acquisitions, this platform is widely used
to assist PET and SPECT research. A recent extension of this platform, released
by the OpenGATE collaboration as GATE V6, now also enables modelling of
x-ray computed tomography and radiation therapy experiments. This paper
presents an overview of the main additions and improvements implemented in
GATE since the publication of the initial GATE paper (Jan et al 2004 Phys.
Med. Biol. 49 4543–61). This includes new models available in GATE
to simulate optical and hadronic processes, novelties in modelling tracer,
organ or detector motion, new options for speeding up GATE simulations,
examples illustrating the use of GATE V6 in radiotherapy applications and
0031-9155/11/040881+21$33.00
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CT simulations, and preliminary results regarding the validation of GATE V6
for radiation therapy applications. Upon completion of extensive validation
studies, GATE is expected to become a valuable tool for simulations involving
both radiotherapy and imaging.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
GATE (Geant4 Application for Emission Tomography) is a Monte Carlo simulation platform
developed by the OpenGATE collaboration since 2001 and first publicly released in 2004.
Initially, this platform was dedicated to the modelling of planar scintigraphy, single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET)
acquisitions (Santin et al 2003, Jan et al 2004). Over the years, the features of the platform
have been enhanced and new versions of the software have been regularly released, to
incorporate well-validated upgrades and to stay consistent with regular GEANT4 public
releases. Compared to the functionalities of the platform described in the initial paper of
the OpenGATE collaboration (Jan et al 2004), the major enhancements consist of additional
options for speeding up simulations (Taschereau and Chatziioannou 2008, Rehfeld et al 2009,
Descourt et al 2010), facilities to use GATE for dose calculations in internal dosimetry (Visvikis
et al 2006a, Taschereau and Chatziioannou 2007, Ferrer et al 2007, Thiam et al 2008, Grevillot
et al 2010b), and inclusion of optical physics models for accurate modelling of the detector
response (van Der Laan et al 2010). All these developments have been incorporated in the
new GATE V6 release presented here, but are not described in this paper as they have been
explained in the articles listed above. Other developments relating to early GATE versions have
been reported (Staelens et al 2006, De Beenhouwer et al 2007, 2008) but were not included
in GATE V6 as they have not yet been made available to the OpenGATE collaboration.
In the same period, GATE has been widely used as a tool to assist SPECT and PET research
and developments and a number of conventional SPECT and PET scanners and prototypes
have been modelled (e.g., Gonias et al 2007, Van Der Laan et al 2007, Bruyndonckx et al
2007, Karakatsanis et al 2006, Lamare et al 2006, Schmidtlein et al 2006, Visvikis et al 2006b,
Chung et al 2005, Assié et al 2005, Jan et al 2005). More recently, GATE has also been used
to model x-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners (Cassol Brunner et al 2009, Nicol et al
2009, Chen et al 2009).
The GATE V6 version released in February 2010 has been considerably extended to
enable modelling of radiation therapy experiments. These developments have been largely
motivated by the more and more frequent integration of radiotherapy and imaging. Examples
of such integration are the use of PET imaging to delineate the metabolically active tumour
to be treated by radiotherapy (Ford et al 2009) and the emerging domain of in-beam imaging
in proton and ion therapy (Crespo et al 2007, Knopf et al 2008, Nishio et al 2006, Parodi
et al 2008). These developments create a need for tools that enable simultaneous modelling
of imaging and radiotherapy experiments.
In this work we present an overview of the main additions and improvements implemented
in GATE since the publication of the initial GATE paper (Jan et al 2004). We focus on the
functionalities that have not yet been reported upon in the specific papers cited above. In
section 2, we briefly describe the main improvements made to GATE’s architecture. Section 3
describes the new models available in GATE to simulate optical and hadronic processes.
Section 4 presents novelties in modelling tracer, organ and detector motion while section 5
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explains how CT scans can be modelled with GATE. In section 6, new options for speeding up
GATE simulations are given. Section 7 describes new facilities for handling input and output
data. A new benchmark is presented in section 8, and section 9 gives preliminary results
regarding the validation of GATE V6 for radiation therapy applications. Additional examples
illustrating the use of GATE V6 in radiotherapy applications and CT simulations are provided
in section 10 and in a companion paper (Grevillot et al 2010b). Section 11 gives an overview
of upcoming developments in GATE.
2. New features in the architecture of GATE
The basic architecture of the GATE code remains identical to that described in Jan et al
(2004). It consists of a Geant4 kernel surrounded by three specific layers: (1) the core layer
defining the basic simulation elements such as geometry definition, source definition, physical
processes, particle tracking, and time management; (2) the application layer, using the basic
elements of the core layer, to model objects and processes specific to the imaging applications
and, as of version 6, radiotherapy applications; and (3) the user layer, providing the user with
simple mechanisms to set up a simulation using scripts only, without any C++ coding. In
GATE V6, major changes have been inserted at the first two levels. No major change has been
introduced at the user layer.
2.1. Core layer
The changes introduced in the core layer are meant to facilitate future developments in GATE,
by introducing a ‘plugin’ approach, the so-called auto-list mechanism, to manage lists of
object types involved in the simulations. An object can, for instance, be a volume or a physics
process. As an example, adding a new type of geometrical volume (used to describe part
of a phantom or a detector) in GATE now only requires inheriting from a Geant4 base class
and putting the new source file in the appropriate directory, while no change in other files is
necessary; the new type will be automatically inserted in the list of available types.
The most significant parts of the code benefiting from these changes are the volume
management for the definition of the simulation geometry (as in the example given above) and
the management of the physics processes—hadronic interactions are now available. Cuts (i.e.
criteria specifying when secondary particles should not be produced) can also be controlled
in a flexible way. Furthermore, the management of sources is now inherited directly from
the Geant4 classes and options are provided to move sources within the simulation scene (see
section 4). Last but not least, the initialization mechanisms (cross-section table computation)
and the run management (data information related to event collection inside a run) of the code
were simplified.
Another important feature introduced into the core layer is the concept of actor. An actor
is similar to a sensitive detector (SD) in Geant4 but has extended capabilities; it can store
information at each step (similar to an SD), but it can also act on particles at each step, track,
event or run, where the words step, track, event and run have the same meanings as in Geant4.
For instance, a DoseActor measures the energy deposited in a given volume, the KillActor
stops the tracking of particles when they reach a given volume, the SimulationStatisticsActor
gives the number of run, events, track, geometrical and physical steps of the simulation, and
the PhaseSpaceActor stores information related to incoming particles (see section 7).
The concept of filter has furthermore been added to GATE to modify the behaviour of
actors. Filters perform tests on the particle properties (e.g., energy, type, or position) at the
step track, event, or run level so as to trigger the actor only if the test output is true. For
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instance, a filter can be used to calculate a dose distribution only for electrons having an energy
greater than a certain threshold. Actors and filters can be combined to get new outputs.
Developers can add new types of actors and filters easily by using the auto-list concept.
2.2. Application layer
Contrary to initial GATE versions in which the application layer only managed imaging
applications, the application layer is now organized into three distinct parts.
• The imaging application level includes dedicated input and output management, digitizer
modules to model the electronic response of various types of detector and a concept of
systems to fit scanners of different modalities such as CT, SPECT and PET.
• The new radiotherapy and dosimetry application level includes a new management
of particle interactions and provides a new output format appropriate for dose map
computation.
• The new general application level gives the users great flexibility in designing a simulation,
in a way close to that offered by Geant4. In this general application level, the user can
use GATE using script language only or can modify and extend it via C++ programming.
3. Electromagnetic and hadronic physics
In Geant4, each physics process is described by a model (several models are sometimes
available for a given physics process) and a corresponding cross-section table. All Geant4
physics models and cross-sections below 10 GeV are now available in GATE. In particular,
models describing the transport of optical photons and hadronic interactions have recently
been introduced. New processes can easily be added thanks to the auto-list concept.
3.1. Optical and scintillation processes
Optical photons can be considered the primary information carriers in scintillation detectors
such as those used in SPECT and PET. However, since a large number of scintillation photons
(up to ∼104) may be generated per absorbed gamma quantum, it is generally not practical to
include optical transport in the simulation of a full SPECT or PET system. Optical simulations
can nevertheless be useful, for example at the level of single detectors. Such simulations may
help to better understand the performance of existing systems and assist in research on novel
detector concepts. GATE has therefore been extended to make it possible to simulate the
scintillation process, the transport of scintillation photons through the crystal to the light
sensor and the conversion of these photons into electronic signals, using the scintillation and
optical transport models available in Geant4.
The Geant4 optical models were originally derived from Detect2000 (Levin and Moisan
1996). For example, they allow for the time- and wavelength-dependent modelling of the
scintillation process; absorption and scattering of optical photons within dielectric materials;
and reflection, transmission and absorption at various types of material interfaces (dielectric–
dielectric, dielectric–metal, etc) with different surface treatment (optically polished, ground,
etched).
In general, optical Monte Carlo simulations require knowledge of a relatively large number
of input parameters such as the light yield, energy resolution, emission spectrum and decay
characteristics of the scintillator; the refractive index, absorption length, scattering length and
surface roughness of the crystal, and the reflection and absorption properties of the light sensor
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and any other materials surrounding the crystal. Sometimes these parameters can be obtained
from published data, and sometimes they need to be determined experimentally.
Van der Laan et al (2010) recently published a validation of the GATE optical routines by
comparing simulated results with measurements on a prototype monolithic PET detector. That
work and the references therein provide more details on the optical models used in GATE.
The same work also illustrates how the required optical input parameters can be determined.
An example of a GATE script for performing optical simulations is provided with the GATE
release. Other examples of GATE optical Monte Carlo simulations have been published
(Janecek and Moses 2010, van Der Laan et al 2006).
3.2. Electromagnetic processes
In GATE V6, three packages of models/cross-sections are available to simulate
electromagnetic processes: the standard package for processes between 1 keV and 100 TeV, the
low-energy package for processes between 250 eV and 100 GeV, and the PENELOPE package
for processes between 250 eV and 1 GeV. Models and cross-sections are based on theoretical
calculations and on experimental data. The standard package relies on the parameterization
of experimental data (Geant4 Physics Reference Manual), while the low-energy package uses
directly the experimental data (Apostolakis et al 1999). The PENELOPE package is based
on the PENELOPE code (PENetration and Energy LOss of Positrons and Electrons), version
2001 (PENELOPE 2001), where the electron multiple-scattering algorithms of PENELOPE
have not yet been implemented.
The energy loss of photons is due to discrete interactions only. The energy loss of
electrons, however, is separated into continuous energy loss (soft collisions) and secondary
electron production (hard collisions or knock-ons). The production threshold (often referred to
as ‘cut’) is defined as the minimum energy Ecut above which secondary particles are produced
and tracked. When the electron energy E < Ecut , E decreases only by continuous energy loss.
When E > Ecut , secondary electrons are being produced. This threshold is set as a range cut,
internally converted into energy, to avoid the dependence on material.
The user can define four types of cut to limit the tracking of particles: the maximum total
track length, the maximum total time of flight, the minimum kinetic energy, and the minimum
remaining range. When a particle reaches any of these cuts, its remaining energy is deposited
locally. Other options (stepping function, maximum allowed step size, stepping algorithm,
see Apostolakis et al (2009), Agostinelli et al (2003), Geant4 Physics Reference Manual) are
available for controlling the standard electromagnetic processes and allow the user to change
the trade-off between accuracy and CPU time. The Geant4 option 3 physics list (Geant4
Physics Reference Manual), which has been designed for high-precision simulations in e.g.
medical applications, is now available in GATE. The influence of different cut values has been
reported upon for not only macro-dosimetry using carbon ions (Zahra et al 2010) and protons
(Grevillot et al 2010a), but also for micro-dosimetry (Frisson et al 2009).
3.3. Hadronic processes
Hadronic processes describe the interactions between energetic hadrons/ions and target nuclei.
Four main types of nucleon–nucleon collision processes can be distinguished as a function
of projectile energy and impact parameter. At low energies, incomplete fusion may occur in
central collisions and elastic or inelastic scattering in peripheral collisions. At higher energies,
central collisions give rise to fragmentation into several lighter fragments or nucleons, while
in peripheral collisions a separation into so-called participant and spectator regions occurs.
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In Geant4, fusion, inelastic scattering and fragmentation processes are included in the
inelastic process type. Inelastic hadronic interactions allow simulation of the cascade, preequilibrium and de-excitation stages of ions interacting with matter. These yield, among
other products, prompt-gamma radiations and β+ emitters. Each process is described through
models and sets of interaction data. The different Geant4 models available (Bertini, binary
cascade, quantum molecular dynamics model, low-energy parameterized model) offer different
levels of complexity for the simulations. Models can be selected as a function of particle type,
energy, and material. Most hadronic processes require an explicit choice of models. Several
interaction datasets may be available for each hadronic process. The choice of data set as a
function of energy is performed with a last-in-first-out method.
GATE does not provide more processes or datasets than the ones available in Geant4,
but integrates them for imaging and radiation therapy related applications. Some examples of
physics lists are currently provided, based on the Geant4 quark-gluon string precompound—
binary cascade (QGSP-BIC) models in the recommended physics list for hadronic interactions.
Experienced users can tune any parameter to perform comparisons and choose the options that
best describe their data.
4. Modelling of moving sources and generic motion
Moving objects during a simulation is one of the unique original features of GATE compared
to other simulation tools used in emission or transmission tomography. This feature is useful
for modelling, for instance
• the rotation of image acquisition devices around the patient during acquisition;
• the motion of sources during the simulation, e.g., when the tracer distribution changes
during a PET or SPECT acquisition;
• organ motion during SPECT or PET acquisitions;
• CT scans where the x-ray beam performs a complete rotation around the object;
• radiation therapy treatments requiring multiple beam angles to conform the dose to the
target.
4.1. Moving sources
The Geant4 architecture is not appropriate for moving or transforming sources during a
simulation. Therefore, in previous GATE versions, geometrical (i.e. non-voxelized) sources
were moved using the concept of confinement (Jan et al 2004). In GATE V6, a new, simple
and convenient paradigm is used: each source can be attached to any user-defined geometrical
volume. The position and momentum of the source particles are defined relative to the
coordinate system of this volume instead of to the world coordinate system. Any source can
thus be displaced by moving a geometrical volume with time.
Up to recently, the only way to model dynamic patient processes (due either to changes in
radiotracer distribution or in organ positions) in voxelized phantoms was through multiple static
simulations corresponding to the patient geometries at fixed time points within a dynamically
evolving process (for example respiration, cardiac beating, activity concentration). Although
feasible, the problem with this approach was the management of multiple independent
simulation processes, which becomes increasingly important when fine temporal sampling
of the dynamic process of interest is required.
To facilitate the simulation of complex dynamic processes in the patient, new
functionalities have been added to define and manage dynamic voxelized phantoms
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(GateRTPhantom and GateRTPhantomMgr, respectively, where RT stands for real time)
(Descourt et al 2006). This real-time dynamic phantom simulation approach has been validated
in comparison to multiple static simulations at different instances of the respiratory cycle and
variable organ time-activity curve simulations using the NCAT voxelized phantom (Segars
et al 2001, Le Maitre et al 2009).
4.2. Modelling motions
A new method for describing complex object motions (genericMove) has been introduced
in GATE V6. The user can now provide, for each volume of interest, the succession of
translations and rotations to be applied as a function of time. Note that the same approach
is also used for the repeater concept (genericRepeater); any volume can now be duplicated
at different positions and orientations, at no memory cost, according to a file describing the
operations to be followed in the duplication process.
A typical application of these new GATE features is the simulation of intensity modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments. In this application, multiple treatment fields are to
be simulated, requiring different beam positions and orientations and different amounts of
radiation to be delivered. Moreover, for each beam, a sequence of multi-leaf collimator
(MLC) configurations with different time durations is used. GATE now makes it possible to
simulate this situation by describing only one leaf that is repeated with the generic repeater and
moved according to time. Other applications that require such features are the simulation of
arc therapy and other complex treatment systems such as Cyberknife or Tomotherapy devices.
The timing capabilities of GATE have also been enhanced. In GATE, each run is associated
with a time slice. Volumes can move in between two time slices only. Simulations can now
be split into time slices with durations varying from one time slice to another. According to
the source activity, in each time slice a different number of particles can be generated.
5. CT modelling with GATE
CT scanners can be modelled using the CT scanner system. The Geant4 General Particle
Source (GPS) allows the user to simulate a realistic x-ray source. Indeed, the GPS can
produce particles defined by specific energy, angular and spatial distributions. The energy
distribution of the source is defined using an energy histogram (weights against energy bins).
The angular distribution is defined using two angles, while the spatial distribution defines the
2D or 3D shape of the source. The CT system is composed of modules that can be linearly
repeated along an axis. A module is composed of clusters, each of which corresponds to a
set of equally sized pixels (figure 1). This approach enables the modelling of many different
types of CT scanner. A complete simulation applies digitizer functions at the level of the
pixels. The standard output stores 32 bit raw data corresponding to the number of photons
detected per CT projection in each pixel. As long as the digitizer model makes sense and is

Figure 1. Basic components of the CT scanner system.
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duly validated against real data, digitizer functions can also be tailored by the user directly at
the level of the module to avoid time-consuming tracking at the level of the pixels.
6. Variance reduction techniques and other acceleration options
A number of variance reduction techniques (VRTs) appropriate for different types of situations
have been introduced in GATE to accelerate simulations. Dedicated publications have already
reported and validated the implementation of the regular navigator and fictitious interaction
approaches appropriate for SPECT and PET (Rehfeld et al 2009), the tabulated modelling
of the detector response in SPECT which circumvents the tracking of particles within the
collimator/detector pair (Descourt et al 2010), and compressed voxel strategies to optimize
memory and CPU use (Taschereau and Chatziioannou 2008). In the following, we briefly
describe generic VRTs that have recently been added, as well as a simple acceleration option
appropriate for CT simulations.
6.1. Classical VRT techniques
Two standard VRTs of Geant4 are now available in GATE, namely splitting and Russian
roulette (Geant4 Physics Reference Manual). To increase the efficiency of these VR
techniques, the user can add selection criteria to be applied to the incident (primary) or
secondary particles, using the concept of filters (section 2.1). The filters for splitting and
Russian roulette are the same as those available for actors. Using this approach, it is possible
to optimize simulations of clinical linear accelerators using selective bremsstrahlung splitting
(Kawrakow et al 2004).
6.2. Acceleration for CT simulations
To efficiently simulate CT, every photon that reaches the detector surface is split into k clones.
Each clone is forced to interact within the CT detector using the direct inversion method,
according to the attenuation properties of the detector, and considering the photon crosssection data from the Geant4 standard electromagnetic package. Without acceleration (k = 1),
the propagation of N photons impinging on the surface of the detector is equivalent to a binomial
trial of mean Np, where p is the detection probability. As long as N and p are, respectively,
large and small enough, the number of detected photons follows a Poisson distribution of mean
and variance equal to Np. Considering the use of k clones, the expectation of the number of
detected photons becomes Nkp and its variance is (Nkp)2[(k−1)/Nk+1/Nkp]. As shown in
figure 2(a), the relative variance resulting from this acceleration option is perfectly described
by this model and increases rapidly when k becomes large. Figure 2(b) shows the acceleration
achieved using this approach; obtaining an average count above 10 000 photons/pixel with
k = 10 clones results in an acceleration of the execution time by a factor around 10 with only
a slight increase of the relative variance. Using more clones (e.g. k = 20) results in a dramatic
increase of the relative variance, although the acceleration factor remains roughly proportional
to the number of clones. Indeed, this approach can provide a speedup factor proportional to
the number of clones, but it has to be used with caution, since the increase of the relative
variance might result in reconstructed images with enhanced noise.
7. Data input and output
It is important that GATE can easily read in data from CT scanners, as such data are often
used to design simulations based on realistic patient data, and that it can store data in a format
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Plot of the relative variance against mean photons/pixel (a) and simulation time (b). The
mean and variance of the number of detected photons per pixel are determined from the simulation
of a Si pixel detector with 10 000 pixels of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm each irradiated using a flat
field of 17.6 keV x-rays. 50 000 realizations were performed to calculate the means and standard
deviations. In (a), the relative variance calculated from the simulations is perfectly predicted by
the variance given by (k−1)/Nk+1/Nkp derived from the model.

that is readable by other software. New features have been introduced in GATE V6 to comply
with these requirements.
7.1. Data input
Using CT images as simulation input requires a method to relate the Hounsfield unit (HU)
values in the input image to Geant4 materials. The stoichiometric calibration implemented in
GATE V6 is that described by Schneider et al (2000). The procedure is based on a user-defined
mass density tolerance parameter and two calibration files describing the piecewise linear
correspondence between CT numbers and mass density, and a list of material compositions.
The tolerance parameter can be used to tune the number of materials depending on the accuracy
required in the simulation. The list of materials generated and the correspondence between
materials and HU values are stored and can be used for converting any CT image into materials.
7.2. Data output
The DoseActor has been added to store 1D, 2D or 3D distributions of dose and/or energy
deposited with the associated statistical uncertainty in any volume (Sarrut and Guigues 2008).
A user-defined scoring matrix consisting of so-called dosels can be attached to any volume,
including voxelized geometries. The sizes of the dosels can be different from the voxel size
(De Smedt et al 2005). Every time a particle interacts in the volume, the energy deposited
and/or the absorbed dose are recorded in the corresponding dosel.
In Geant4, the user has to specify at which location the energy deposited during a step is
scored, for instance at the beginning or at the end of the step. For charged particles, which
deposit most of their energy through continuous energy loss, GATE V6 provides a slightly
different approach in which the deposited energy is scored at a randomly chosen position
along the step. This approach ensures that the energy deposited by charged particles is scored
correctly on average, even in the vicinity of volume boundaries. Since a step is always
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interrupted when it crosses a volume boundary, other dose scoring methods may introduce
biases.
The DoseActor is compatible with variance reduction techniques as the deposited energy
is weighted by the particle weight. In addition to the deposited energy, an estimation of
the relative statistical uncertainty is computed as proposed by Chetty et al (2006). When a
simulation is split into multiple jobs, such as when using clusters of workstations, the total
uncertainty cannot be computed directly from the uncertainties obtained for each job. In this
case the first and second moment of the energy distribution are stored for each job and the
uncertainty can be calculated retrospectively.
7.3. Phase-space files
GATE V6 allows the user to record so-called phase-space files containing the essential
properties of the simulated particles at a given geometric level.
For imaging applications, particle tracking can be limited to the phantom (or patient). The
properties of each particle exiting the phantom are stored in a phase-space file. This output file
can then be used as an input file in subsequent GATE simulations (or even in other software),
in which the stored particles are further propagated towards the detector. This option can
be useful to efficiently study or optimize different detector set-ups, since the simulation of
particles within the phantom has to be performed only once.
For radiotherapy applications, the phase-space file can be used, for instance, to first
simulate the linear-accelerator head (patient-independent part) and then store the properties of
the particles before they enter the MLC. The phase space can subsequently be used to simulate
different treatment scenarios (patient-dependent part). In this case, phase-space files are
created using an actor (phaseSpaceActor) that collects the relevant properties of all particles
passing through a given region. The particle properties that can be stored are the energy,
type, position, direction, weight, and the process and volume of production. The phase-space
data can be stored in ROOT or in a standard IAEA format (Capote et al 2006). The IAEA
format can be used to produce phase-space files for other MC codes. Conversely, an IAEA
file produced by another code can be used in a GATE simulation that considers all particles in
the phase-space file as primary particles.
8. New GATE V6 benchmark
GATE benchmarks provide users with relatively easy simulation set-ups that can be run with
any GATE release to check the validity of the user’s results by comparing them with the results
provided on the GATE website and to track changes between versions. A new benchmark
related to radiation therapy applications is distributed with GATE V6.
The radiotherapy benchmark consists of a proton beam and a photon beam interacting
in a 40 cm × 40 cm × 40 cm water phantom. The beam energy is set to 150 MeV
for the proton beam and to 18 MV for the photon beam. The physics list used in
this benchmark is that recommended by the Geant4 collaboration for the hadrontherapy
applications (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Geant4/LowePhysicsLists). Three hundred
and fifty thousand protons and 2 million photons are generated. The total computing time for
this benchmark is about 1 h on an Intel Xeon 5130 CPU at 2.0 GHz.
The simulated energy deposition profile is shown in figure 3. This figure is automatically
produced by the analysis code provided with the benchmark. A statistics file containing the
number of events, tracks, and steps is also generated. Table 1 shows the mean values and the
associated standard deviations obtained by running the benchmark with GATE V6.1 on four
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Figure 3. Energy deposition profiles obtained when running the radiation therapy benchmark.

Table 1. Average values ± 1 standard deviation of parameters analysed in the radiation therapy
benchmark.

Beam
Protons
(150 MeV)
Photons
(18 MV)

Number
of events

Number
of tracks

Number
of steps

Number of
geometric steps

Number of
physical steps

350 000

17 851 294 ±
100 047
34 191 416 ±
44 709

105 566 062 ±
293 928
127 354 486 ±
173 392

588 828 ±
4221
8 166 686 ±
3621

104 977 233 ±
297 892
119 187 800 ±
169 779

2 000 000 ± 0

different sites. These values serve as reference values for checking the integrity of a GATE
installation and to track changes from one GATE version to another.
9. Preliminary validation results for radiation therapy applications
The ICRU (1993) definition was used for all materials involved in the studies reported in this
section (composition, density, ionization potential).
9.1. Photon beam radiation therapy
A realistic photon beam in a multilayer phantom was modelled. The phantom (30.5 × 39.5 ×
30 cm3) consisted of four layers: water (0–3 cm), aluminium (3–5 cm), lung (5–12 cm) and
water (12–30 cm). The phantom was irradiated with a 18 MV photon beam, originating from
a uniform point source at 100 cm from the phantom surface and collimated to 1.5 × 1.5 cm2
at the surface of the phantom using four KillActors. The energy spectrum of the point source
fitted the configurations of a VARIAN Clinac 2100C as modelled using the BEAM code
(Rogers et al 1995). The depth–dose distribution was calculated along the central axis with
a 1D DoseActor. The dosel dimensions were 5 mm × 5 mm orthogonally to the beam
direction and 2 mm along the beam direction. We used the standard physics list with option 3
(see section 3) for electrons, positrons and photons. The production threshold was set to
1 mm in the world and to 0.1 mm in the phantom for electrons, positrons and photons. A total
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Figure 4. (a) Dose deposited per unit photon fluence as a function of depth in a multilayer phantom
for an 18 MV photon beam. Results with GATE V6.0 (open diamonds) are compared with results
with EGSnrc (black circles). (b) Relative differences dr between the depth–dose distributions
calculated with EGSnrc and GATE.

of 108 incident photons were simulated. The statistical relative uncertainty was below 0.6%
in all dosels.
The depth–dose profile calculated with GATE was compared to that obtained with EGSnrc
following the configuration reported by Rogers and Mohan (2000) using the PRESTAII
stepping algorithm (figure 4). Two relative differences in dose estimates were derived:
dr = (DoseGATE−DoseEGS)/DoseEGS and dm = (DoseGATE−DoseEGS)/Dosemax, where
DoseGATE, DoseEGS and Dosemax are the dose values calculated by GATE, EGSnrc, and
max(DoseGATE, DoseEGS), respectively. The results obtained using GATE V6 were in good
agreement with EGSnrc results, with dr less than 3% and dm less than 1.8%. The computation
time was about 3 h on an Intel 2.3 GHz CPU.
9.2. Electron beam radiation therapy
A realistic 20 MeV electron beam was modelled in a multilayer phantom (30.5 cm × 39.5 cm ×
8 cm) consisting of four layers: water (0–2 cm), aluminium (2–3 cm), lung (3–6 cm) and
water (6–8 cm). A total of 2.5 × 105 electrons were simulated. The dosel dimensions were
5 mm × 5 mm orthogonally to the beam direction and 2 mm along the beam direction. The
statistical relative uncertainty increased from 0.6% near the phantom entrance surface to 2.6%
near the exit surface.
The depth–dose distribution obtained with GATE was compared to the results obtained
using EGSnrc following the configuration reported in Rogers and Mohan (2000) using the
PRESTAII stepping algorithm (figure 5). The dr and dm relative dose differences defined
in section 9.1 were calculated. GATE V6.0 yielded results in good agreement with EGSnrc
results with dr less than 4% (except at 8 cm where dr reaches 7.5% with a statistical uncertainty
of ∼7%) and dm less than 1.1%. The computation time was about 6 h on an Intel 2.3 GHz
CPU.
9.3. Proton beam radiation therapy
The depth–dose profile of a 150 MeV mono-energetic proton beam in a 40 cm × 40 cm ×
40 cm water phantom was calculated. The proton beam had a Gaussian fluence profile with a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Dose deposited per unit electron fluence as a function of depth in the multilayer
phantom for a 20 MeV mono-energetic electron beam. Results with GATE V6.0 (open diamonds)
are compared with EGSnrc (black circles). (b) Relative differences dr between the depth–dose
distributions calculated with EGSnrc and GATE.

Figure 6. Normalized energy deposited by a 150 MeV proton beam as a function of depth in water
(black curve, left-hand axis) and associated relative statistical uncertainty (red curve, right-hand
axis).

standard deviation of 3 mm. The dosel dimensions were 40 cm × 40 cm orthogonally to the
beam and 1 mm along the beam direction. The hadrontherapyStandardPhys.mac physics list
proposed in GATE was used, with an additional StepLimiter of 1 mm and default production
thresholds (1 mm range cut for electrons, positrons and photons). A total of 106 incident
protons were simulated in 57 min on a single 1.66 GHz CPU.
The results shown in figure 6 show that the relative statistical uncertainty is below 0.1%
for all dosels before the distal tail of the Bragg peak (oscillations after the peak are due to
the near-zero values of deposited energy at the corresponding depths). The proton range,
defined as the position of 80% of the maximum dose in the distal fall-off region, is 158 mm.
This agrees to within 0.3 mm with the CSDA range of 157.7 mm given by the NIST PSTAR
database (http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Star/Text/PSTAR.html). The peak-to-entrance
energy ratio, defined as the ratio between the maximum dose and the dose in the entrance
dosel, is 5.15. The peak width, defined as the distance between the points at which the dose
equals 80% of the maximum dose at either side of the Bragg peak, is 5.5 mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. A multi-leaf collimator (a) and two of its modelled configurations (b) during an IMRT
treatment plan simulated with GATE. The resulting dose distribution (c) is superimposed on two
CT slices.

10. Examples of GATE V6 simulations
10.1. Radiation therapy examples
To illustrate a radiotherapy application of GATE, we exported a head and neck IMRT treatment
plan from a XIO (CMS) treatment planning system and converted it into GATE macros. The
plan was composed of 5 beams with 20 leaf positions, simulated using 100 GATE runs. The
MLC was simulated by describing a single leaf and using the genericMove and genericRepeater
as discussed in section 4.2 (figure 7). The DICOM data of the patient CT scan were converted
into a GATE readable file format (Analyze), using the stoichiometric calibration described in
section 7. This 3D dose simulation (109 particles in about 33 h on a single Intel 2.7 GHz CPU)
has not yet been compared to TPS results nor to experimental measurements. Our primary goal
here was to illustrate that complex simulations including voxelized phantoms, MLC models,
and motion were feasible with GATE. The relative statistical uncertainty is lower than 1% in
the high-dose region (i.e. where the dose is > 50% of the maximum dose).
As an example of a hadron therapy application, we simulated a 12C scanning pencil
beam irradiation of an artificial spherical target inside a patient CT image. The treatment
plan comprised 12 × 12 spots at 24 different energy layers (∼3500 different pencil beams of
which ∼2200 with non-zero intensity). The beams were described according to the results
of a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) optimization performed with the method of Krämer et al
(2000). Ion ranges were estimated using the water equivalent path length obtained from the
CT numbers (Krämer et al 2000). The biological dose was estimated using the method of
Kase et al (2006). Figure 8 illustrates the dose deposition measured using this simulation,
which took ∼15 min on a one hundred AMD Opteron 2.3 GHz CPU cluster.
10.2. In-beam PET modelling with GATE
To illustrate the ability of GATE to jointly model radiation therapy and emission tomography,
a complete in-beam PET set-up was simulated. A 4D CT patient scan was used to define
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Figure 8. Dose deposited by a carbon ion beam inside a CT image of a thorax. The colour scale
is a warm metal scale, with high values (white) corresponding to high-dose deposit and low values
(blue) corresponding to low-dose deposit.

the numerical phantom. A three-beam treatment plan was modelled with a total production
of 3 × 109 12C ions. Each beam was composed of 195 independent spots with 42 different
incident energies between 175 and 230 MeV/u. All hadronic and electromagnetic processes
were included in the simulation, from the 12C ion tracking to the β + decay of 11C and 15O
produced by nuclear reactions. Positron range and annihilation photon pair acollinearity were
taken into account. A model of the Siemens HR+ PET system (Jan et al 2005) was used to
simulate a 20 min static acquisition starting immediately after the 12C irradiation. PET data
were normalized, corrected for attenuation using an attenuation map derived from the CT, and
reconstructed using 3D back projection. The simulation was performed in less than 24 h on a
cluster of 1000 Intel Nehalem 2.93 GHz CPUs.
The reconstructed PET images (figure 9) suggest that the 11C activity distribution (mainly
created by auto-activation) contains most information regarding the location of the SOBP,
while the 15O activity (entirely due to target activation) might be relevant to derive information
about the dose to normal tissues.
10.3. Example of CT modelling with GATE
As an example, we have tentatively simulated the design of the XPAD3 hybrid pixel detector,
a prototype x-ray photon counting detector under development at CPPM (Nicol et al 2009)
operated with a source emitting a cone beam of x-rays of 12◦ aperture angle with a typical
Mo target energy spectrum. The x-ray detector was composed of five barrettes of seven chips
of 80 × 120 pixels tiled together, corresponding to 336 000 500 μm thick pixels of 130 ×
130 μm2. The 4D MOBY phantom was used with 435 × 435 × 600 voxels of 60 μm (Segars
et al 2004). A total of 25 279 488 photons were detected per time slice of 1 s. The complete
simulation took 149 min on an Intel Core 2 Duo T9600 processor operating at 2.80 GHz. It
took only 14 min with the acceleration option using 10 clones.
Figure 10 shows two cone-beam projections of the MOBY phantom simulated without
(figure 10(a)) and with (figure 10(b)) the acceleration option. The projections are shown as
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Figure 9. (a) Dose distribution simulated for a 12C irradiation inside a CT image of a thorax.
(b) Simulated PET image of the resulting 11C isotope distribution. (c) Simulated PET image of the
15O isotope distribution.

matrices filled with the raw counts of the pixels and do not reproduce the actual geometry
of the detector with its tiles. 360 projections per scan are used to reconstruct an image
using the FDK algorithm while taking into account the actual geometry of the detector
(figure 10(c)). The image reconstructed with projections using the acceleration option with
ten clones (figure 10(d)) does not show any structured artefacts but appears of poorer quality
compared to the image without the acceleration option, due to the increased variance in the
projections.
This example is not intended to be a validation of the CT model but illustrates the
feasibility of CT simulations with GATE at a reasonable computational cost.
11. Discussion
The broad use of GATE in detector design, imaging and processing protocol optimization, and
even in image reconstruction, motivated the enhancements described in this paper. Based on
its new features, GATE should meet the needs of an increasing number of scientists involved in
SPECT, PET and CT imaging, and now also in external beam photon and hadron radiotherapy.
An important consequence of the use of the same software by many scientists is that it makes
it easier to compare, share and understand results.
Of course, this also makes it important that the software is thoroughly validated. GATE has
already been validated for a number of PET and SPECT imaging configurations by comparing
simulated and experimental data (Lazaro et al 2004, Staelens et al 2003, Gonias et al 2007, Van
Der Laan et al 2007, Rey et al 2007, Karakatsanis et al 2006, Lamare et al 2006, Schmidtlein
et al 2006, Visvikis et al 2006b, Chung et al 2005, Assié et al 2005, Jan et al 2005, Cassol
Brunner et al 2009, Chen et al 2009). For radiation therapy, the relevant Geant4 models have
already been partly studied (Carrier et al 2004, Pshenichnov et al 2005, 2006, Jiang et al 2004,
Paganetti 2004, Jarlskog and Paganetti 2008). More extensive validation of GATE V6 and
underlying Geant4 models for proton and ion therapy applications is currently ongoing.
Upon completion of these validation studies, GATE V6 will provide a unique tool
for simulations involving both radiotherapy and imaging. Examples of approaches in
which imaging and therapy are integrated include the use of PET imaging to delineate the
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Figure 10. Example of a simulated CT projection of a Moby phantom: without (k = 1) (a) and
with acceleration (k = 10 clones) (b). Transaxial slices reconstructed from the projections without
(c) and with acceleration (d).

metabolically active tumour to be irradiated (Ford et al 2009), online imaging in external
beam therapy, ranging from portal imaging (EPIDs) (van Elmpt et al 2008) and integrated
x-ray imaging (Mutanga et al 2007, Sonke et al 2009) to e.g. the Cyberknife (Seppenwoolde
et al 2007) and Tomotherapy devices (Welsh et al 2004), the emerging domain of in-beam
imaging in proton and ion therapy (Crespo et al 2007, Knopf et al 2008, Nishio et al 2006,
Parodi et al 2008), and targeted radiotherapy using radionuclides that can also be imaged
(e.g., Kwekkeboom et al 2000, Seevinck et al 2007). Each of these applications may benefit
from the availability of an integrated software supporting both imaging and radiation therapy
simulations.
In addition to the recent developments of GATE towards radiotherapy applications, the
extension of GATE to optical imaging is also in progress. Optical imaging is of growing
importance in the field of preclinical imaging. However, most optical acquisitions are
currently limited to 2D projections, without any quantitative analysis of the resulting images.
Simulations may help in the design of devices for 3D quantitative optical imaging and
associated reconstruction algorithms accounting for optical scattering in tissues. To date,
although several approaches have been described in the literature (Wang et al 1995, Boas et al
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2002, Li et al 2004), there is no commonly accepted software to perform such simulations.
Extending GATE to optical imaging requires us to integrate the relevant physics processes, add
databases containing the optical properties of different tissues and materials, and add systems
and digitizer options relevant to optical imaging devices.
A weakness of previous GATE versions that many users are aware of is its relatively low
computational efficiency. Several options have recently been introduced to speed up GATE in
specific situations (section 6) and better manage the trade-off between computation time and
accuracy. However, additional options may be worth investigating, especially for applications
such as the calculation of system matrices for tomographic image reconstruction (Rehfeld et al
2010). Furthermore, the possibility of running GATE on hybrid CPU/GPU architectures is
currently under study. At the same time, tools to facilitate the deployment of GATE on grids
are being developed (Camarasu et al 2010).
Several computer-oriented developments other than those described here have been
introduced to facilitate the use of GATE by users and developers, such as the distribution
of GATE as an image appropriate for virtual machines, providing the documentation as a
wiki, etc. All of these developments aim at making GATE accessible to scientists involved
in SPECT, PET, CT and radiotherapy applications, without requiring expertise in computer
science or C++ programming.
12. Conclusion
The introduction of a large number of new features in GATE V6 now makes it possible to use
GATE as an integrated tool for the modelling of imaging, dosimetry and treatment in the same
simulation platform, consistent with current and future needs of the nuclear medicine and
radiation therapy communities. Extensive validation studies are currently being performed to
establish the role of GATE in the development of image-guided radiation therapy.
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